^ e hope that all nurses, whether they are preparing for laminations or not, will read and enjoy these papers, and hnd something in each to learn and remember.
The skin is composed of three distinct layers. There is the outside skin, which we can see and touch, which is called the " cuticle," or scarf skin, or epidermis. It is formed of long, narrow, dry scales, piled one on the top of another. The outside ones get dryer and dryer, and are perpetually being rubbed off. Even without our knowing it we are constantly shedding a sort of very fine powder, which is these scales of the cuticle broken up.
Those parts of the skin which are exposed to the air, such as the hands and face, shed the cuticle most rapidly. In scarlet fever this same skin is shed during the so-called peeling time in much larger pieces, and, therefore, they attract more notice. Immediately below-this dry, scaly layer comes the mucous layer, or cutis, which looks different to the outside skin, but the differences between the two are simply due to the fact that the under is protected from the air and does not get such direct pressure as does the outside skin. You can see the differences between the two layers any day that you happen to raise a blister on your skin.
If you snip a corner of the blister and let out the fluid which has probably collected, and turn part of the skin back, it will look very red beneath, and this is the mucous layer.
Further, if you took the skin away altogether, you would be surprised to find how soon the tender red skin below becomes hard and painless. This is because the cutis has become changed into cuticle. If Opinion" my opinion is that it ought to be. Memory plays us strange tricks. We are so apt to forget what we do not wish to remember, but I only wish some matrons would endeavour to recall their own feelings when they first entered upon the duties of their profession, and then remember the golden motto "Do as you would be done by," and they as well as the nurses would be the happier for it. Discipline is of the utmost importance, but unless it is tempered by kindness and thoughtfulness it is likely to develop a species of veiled insubordination, and the whole character of the nurse may become gradually and imperceptibly changed, and the "hard expression" that Greta refers to is too often a sign of this change or of the inward battle the nurse has fought in her endeavour to do her duty when she feels that she and others round her are the subjects of arbitrary and unjust treatment. Girls who take to nursing are generally kindhearted and impulsive by nature, with a yearning to do some good in this world before they die. Everything should be done to foster this feeling, for if it is replaced by a feeling of disappointment and resentment, the patients and the whole system of hospital nursing must inevitably suffer. As Greta points out, the young nurse becomes callous and hardened, and so the evil is carried on from generation to generation. In many small hospitals a nurse,
